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@laurenoladay

Latina entrepreneurs were given the opportunity to present their businesses to a group of marketing students in the hopes of achieving success in their vocations.

Marketing students in professor Marilyn Easter’s class met with San Jose-based Latina entrepreneurs Wednesday in a kickoff meeting for their new project.

“The event was a meet-and-greet for the students to meet the women they will be working with,” said Easter.

The project is part of Easter’s integrated marketing communications class and is a type of service learning Easter said is the first of its kind in her class.

“The students will be working with the women entrepreneurs to jump-start their businesses,” she said.

At the event, Easter said the class is working with ComU actively, a non-profit organization designed to help the community and in and around campus.

“With the help of this class to help entrepreneurs in our immediate community,” she said.

The winners of San Jose State’s 24-Hour Near Field Communication (NFC) Hackathon competition, a contest in which teams were required to design their own smartphone application, are enjoying their first win and have begun planning where they want to see their application go in the future.

The winning team of the competition, which took place from Nov. 30-Dec. 1 of last year in the Student Union, was made up of five SJSU students: Kevin Wick, Brian Orlando, Klar-ence Onyango, Trevor Nemistic and Calvin Keith, according to Brian Orlando, a senior management information systems major.

“After the contest, we de- cided as a group we wanted to keep going with this, just to see what we could do,” said Wick, a senior entrepreneurship major.

“Some of the faculty have said that they’d be willing to adopt this if we got it working,” said Wick.

Sparta Tap creators have big plans after 24-hour Hackathon victory

By Rochelle Bekel
@rochellebekel

The seminar “Spiritual Dialogues” encourages participants to learn about other cultures and religious beliefs. And, in return, they get to share their own spiritual beliefs and experiences.

The seminar “Spiritual Dialogues” encouraged participants to share their spiritual and religious backgrounds to each other as a way to increase religious tolerance.

By Angela Medina

The company Kovio, the event was inter- ested in helping us commercialize so they’re going to give us the resources we need to make this an actual working app for the school,” Wick said. “We’re going to take this to the next level:” “We have their finished product, they will be able to decide whether or not they want to try it out in other schools, according to Wick.
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“One of the ideas behind their app was that eventually, they were going to accumulate enough points to redeem them for buying something at the bookstore or a local restaur- ant such as La Vita Tuspe.

“Students would also be able to use the app to find events,” said Klar-ence Onyango, a senior management informa- tion systems major.

“Orlando said the idea of gamification is to turn something that is normally boring into something exciting, or have someone do something that one wouldn’t normally do, such as attend a lot of campus events, and get rewarded for it.
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Annual SJSU Rec Day ready to spring into action

By Tommy McCormick
daily staff writer

San Jose State will be holding its annual Rec Day Feb. 20 from 11:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. at the Event Center and Sports Club, to celebrate fitness and recreation on campus.

Rec Day, which originally started through the professional organization, National Intramural-Recreational Sports Association (NIRSA), has grown into a professional university recreation organization that many campuses are a part of, according to Sam Edelman, the assistant manager of the Sports Club.

NIRSA, celebrating its 1000 year as an organization, chose one day out of the year to celebrate recreation, and San Jose State along with other campuses look to continue this tradition, Edelman said.

“Rec Day will be hosted by NIRSA/Recreation, an organization formed by Associated Students and the Student Union who come together to coordinate events such as Rec Day, according to Edelman.

“I went last year, it was cool,” said Tim Alvarez, a senior theatre and dance major. “They had a basketball hoop set up to shoot at, and there were other events involved such as Sandy Candy, where participants one up each other with colorful powder candy in any design they choose, according to Edelman.

“Sandy Candy is the type of activity one can participate in as they pass by Rec Day that doesn’t require physical activity. “It’s something we wanted to offer for students who weren’t interested in just the physical aspect, but can still come and enjoy the leisure part of it, so it’s not just recreating,” Edelman said.

Edelman said in the past Rec Day went really well, with a high participation and a lot of people coming in and out at different times to enjoy the recreation, and she expects much the same this year.

“Our programs within this campus are growing, Edelman said. “The students are interested and are eager to take advantage, so are the men, especially on a day we want one billion people, take that extra step towards graduation, fulfill your role or major requirements now!”

*BUS 80 - Legal Environment of Business (major requirement)*
*BUS 90 - Business Statistics (major requirement)*
*CPR 104 - Concepts of Childhood Crisis (core course)*
*MAC 13A - Ordinary Differential Equations (major requirement)*
*METR 112 - Global Climate Change (core course)*
*SOC 101 - Social Theories (major requirement)*
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Big women are an inspiration on film

Earlier this month, the New York Times published an article about the new film "Fat, Rich Bitches vs. Fat Amy." It's pretty obvi that the film is destined to be a box-office hit like the movie "Bridesmaids." But it was even more surprising to learn that one of its strong supporting players, played by actress Melissa McCarthy, was actually a new and important new skill: it involves main- taining eye contact while a text conversation is upon us is the arrival of a new Facebook app called Bang With Friends. This social media site shows the other on their phones whatever could have been construed as exhilarating as meeting that same person in real life. Social media is ingrained in many of our daily lives, mine included. But that doesn't mean we should use these tools as a means to escape—or to fulfill our real-time human and communications. So, next time you find yourself face-to-face with your crush, please just talk to them.

Finally! Exclusively what I've been wait- ing for. I'm really thinking we should move on to this, as meeting new people in the world who look at the movie industry as heroes is going to be the break of the year. I can hardly imagine that hiding someone in an industry that has a size zero preference. McCarthy seeks a comedic hit. McCarthy seeks Fat Amy. The breakout star of that movie was not the movie industry as heroes but the actual movie. McCarthy made about her had nothing to do with the actual movie. McCarthy's weight as a reason for her success.

Not surprisingly, Reed has received a lot of backlash for this review. Many online reviews and responses are team McCarthy and "Fat Amy" lovers. For example, the movie "Bitch Perfect" was a big hit and it was precisely what this review. I support the ability for big- people to be heroes in our society. I think we should be thanking these women for being to the examples that the movie industry as heroes and trailblazers.

For example, the movie "Bitch Perfect" was a big hit and it was precisely what this review. I support the ability for big- people to be heroes in our society. I think we should be thanking these women for being to the examples that the movie industry as heroes and trailblazers.

The bliss was put on hold and our innocent charm finally deserted us when we stopped at a Medi- tation restaurant (where our presence remained unnoticed on Facebook) and began reverting shivering human-into-themselves.
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GROUP KICKS AFTER DARK

By Christian Carrasco 

discoversoccer

If you’ve ever walked along Paso de Cesar Chavez between the Central Classroom building and Concert Hall at any time, you may have heard the squeaks and cuts of Nike-mercedo shoes on the outdoor pavement.

Although not recognized as a club, the soccer players meet, train, and play every Monday and Wednesday night throughout the semester. It seems to be the origin of how so many people come and leave every week or exactly how long it has been running.

Senior business major Elia Martinez said it was just a word-of-mouth type of deal. As for National Scholarships, she said the foundation is also connected to the program. “Each spring we have the annual drive beginning March 7, which would surpass the previous year’s amount raised for fundraising,” Tuite said.

“I always say, ‘Don’t forget about the people who support us.’” Poch said. “If you’re an athlete, you have to be able to be committed to the cause, and people started showering some money when training a couple of years back.”

“My sophomore year I knew people who came out to play soccer since it was already established one day a week,” Martinez said.

With the specificity unknown, students just kept everything organized and spread out on a couple of social media groups, according to Martinez.

Although there are already a club soccer team on campus, a few of the guys played soccer since it was already forming a club on campus. Martinez found the easiest log-in step to make.

However, they were faced with too many regulations just to be recognized by the school. Martinez said.

“I had thought of making it happen, of working out the rules and responsibilities,” Martinez said.

“You need a board of at least four people, a constitution, a meeting place and a meeting time. For the purpose of this, of getting together and paying for it, it wasn’t necessary and wouldn’t have made it better or any worse,” according to Allen.

“Most guys know there’s a club team but they still kind of shug/shy around,” Guiterrez said.

“They just want to come out and play soccer to be a break from their school’s obligations,” Allen said.

“If we have, we’ll have to continue to do the best we can support that, the more people who support us,” Poch said.

But “the next logical step forward is the scholarship fundraising, “Tuite said.

The foundation raised $1.3-1.4 million, and they need somewhere in the ballpark of $2 million raised for the scholarship program, how it helped football, People saw what it did for the Mountain West Conference for football, will have to wait until June to see if there is a carry-over effect.

“By the time we get around to the Mountain West, it’s an audacious and simple ask,” Poch said.

“Everyone is responsible for fundraising,” Ryan said. “We have to increase our donations to compete in the Mountain West. West. It’s an audacious and simple ask!”

Even with the presence of a club soccer team on campus, some of the players have made it just past the numbers, and even onto the San Jose State men’s soccer squad.

Martinez said as it a walk-on freshman for the soccer team and red-shirted that season, but he said his sophomore year was plagued by injuries.

Although he did log in time in an exhibition against the University of New Mexico, he said he rebounded back during the season and was forced to quit.

“If I were to give up, I would get to play with people because in high school it’s an everyday thing and how it’s harder to find time and a group of people,” he said.

Christian Carrasco is a Spartan Daily staff writer.

SPARTAN FOUNDATION HOPES FOR RECORD BREAKING YEAR

By Christian Carrasco 
discoverscholarships

The Spartan Foundation is the scholarship fundraising organization for SJSU Athletics. Currently in its 54th year, it’s fund-raising efforts help cover the costs of more than $4 million annually for the 4,000 student-athletes competing across 23 sports, women/men’s teams.

There are nine levels of membership, beginning with the Sunny Spartan level, a $610 per membership and the most elite level of donating, the Director’s Circle, where members contribute a minimum of $15,000 per year.

“Spartan Foundation raises money specifically for student athletes,” said Tim Rice, development coordinator of intercollegiate athletics.

With membership currently around 1,400 members and $250,000 raised for this year, the Spartan Foundation is seeking more members for a total of around 2,000 members and hoping to increase to 2,500 donors this year.
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